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        The Family is the main fountain which the child drink virtuedrinks or betterness of virtue. It is cultural, social and first   humansociety   in   which   the   child practiced first social relations. If  heis intelligent  , successed  and  social   consistence  people  shallappraise  his  parents  . In  opposite  They  blame  his  parents  asthey  failed  in  growing  children (Jacob ,9:1998 ).         From  this  point  comes  from  importance  of  parents  dealingin  creating  children  characteristics,  make  changes  in their  livespatterns  , raise  their  ability  to  face  daily  problems  which  theyexposed  to  check  space  is  one  of  new  characteristicsvariations  as  it  emerge  from  social  learning  theory  of  ( JulianRotter  ) who mention   that  (  motive force behind  any  behaviormade  by  a man  in  some  situation  is  determined  by the  manhimself  and  what is  he  expected  ( Rotter , 1966 : 212 )  .
From this point the research problem appears in expos

check site and it’s relation by parents deal.The current research aims to the following:-
First  / Measure locus of control  and  parents  dealing  for  sixthyear  primary  school  pupils .
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Second  /Compare  between  male  and  female  in  locus of controland  parents dealing.
Third /  Expose  the  relation  between  locus of control  anddealing  of  parents  for  sixth  year  pupil  .                   Sample  of  research  were  chosen  from  primary  yearsixth  class  pupil  limited  in Baghdad  in schools of  firstdirectorate  of  Risafa  and first  directorate  of  Karkh . Number  ofpupil  is (600  male  and   female  )chosen  randomly  collaborateddescription  were  used  to  expose  relation  between  locus  ofcontrol  and  parents  dealing .  The researcher chooses two measures scale to measure:- 1- locus   of   control  which  include  20  item  after  confirm  itstruth  by  make ( apparent  truth  and  items  analyze  and  affirmof  scale  was  confirmed  by a- Retest  after  two  weeks  of  firsttest  in  which  collaboration  coefficient  (Pearson )  and  it  wasbetween  two  application  marks  (0.882 ).b-  Fagronbach  method  ,affirmity   coefficient  is  (0.74 ) , it  isgood  in  comparison  by  original  affirm  coefficient  .2- Parents dealing (Father Aspect) it included 25 attitudes. It  hasfive alternatives  (toughness, dominations  , swinging ,  easiness ,humiliation )  Pearson  collaboration  coefficient  of  Pearson  wasused  between  two  application  ( toughness   0.881 ) ( domination0.724 ) ( swinging 0.805 ) (easiness 0.805 ) ( humiliation  0.928 ).second  method  was  Fagronbach  which   collaborationcoefficient  is  (0.8958 )  and  it  is  good  in  comparison  byaffirmation coefficient  of  parents  dealing .3-Parents  dealing ( mother  aspect ) included  ( 28  attitude ) withfive alternatives (toughness  , domination  , swinging , easiness ,humiliation . Scale affirmity  was  confirm by retest  after  twoweeks  from  first  test  in  which  Pearson  coefeint.  Collaborationcoefeint   between two application marks( toughness 0.851 ), (0.774 domination ) ,( swinging 0.866 ) , (easiness 0.950 ) ,(humiliation 0.745 ).  Second method was
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Fagronbach which collaboration coefficient is (0.9303). It is goodin compare  with  affirmation  coefficient  of  parents  dealing  theresearcher  used  Pearson  collaboration  coefficient  , Fagronbachcotecient  , (T- test ) ,and concluded to following results :-
First /  About  measure   locus  control  and  parents  dealing  for(male  and  female) pupil:-

 Existence  of  statistical  differences  between  theoreticalmean  and  sample  medinme  in  locus control  tend  totheoretical mean.
 Existence  of  statistical  differences  in  father’s (toughness ,domination  , swinging  , easiness , humiliation .Tend totheoretical mean .
 Existence  of  statistical  differences  in mother’s  toughness, domination  , swinging  , easiness  , humiliation , tend  totheoretical  mean  .

Second / results of second aim:-
 The differences  were  not  statistical  between  maleand  female  in marks  of locus of control .
 There  are  statistical  differences  in  mother’ s  ,father’stoughness , mother's  and  father's  domination  ,mother's and  father's, swinging toward  father ,mother's  and  father's easiness  toward  mother  ,mother's  and  father's humiliation  toward  mother .
 No a statistical  deference  between  marks  of  male  andfemale  in  scale  of  father's dealing .
 Existence of  male  and  female  marks  ,  The statisticaldifferences  in mother  toughness  and  domination  tofemale  and  appeared  statistical  differences  betweenmale  and  female  ( mother  easiness  , humiliation,toward  male .

Third /  To expose  relation  between  locus of control  and
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parent  dealing  for  pupil  ;-
 No statistical  relation  between  locus of  control  and  fatherdealing  in   (toughness , swinging  , easiness  ,  humiliation .).Existence  of  opposite  relation  between  locus of  controland father  dealing , ( father  domination )
 No statistical  relation  between  locus of control  andmother  dealing  in (toughness , domination  , swinging  ,humiliation . ). Existence of statistical positive relationbetween locus of control and mother humiliation.
 No  statistical  relation  between  locus of  control  marks  andfather  dealing  marks  in  (toughness  , swinging  , easiness  ,humiliation . ). Existence  of  positive  relation  statistically,between  locus  control  marks  and  father s dealing ,dominate for  male .
 Relation between locus of  control  marks  and  femaledealing  marks  of  father’s explain  that  there  is  nostatistical  relation  between  locus of  control  marks  andfather’s dealing of female marks in(toughness  , swinging  ,easiness  , humiliation).
 No relation between marks of locus of control and marks ofmother dealing of male in (toughness, domination,swinging).
 Existence of positive statistical relation between locus ofcontrol and mother dealing of female marks in easinessExistence of negative relation between mother’s humiliationof male and locus of control marks.In the results  which  the  study  concluded , the  researcherintroduces  several  suggestions  and  recommendations :-

First / Recommendations:-1. Instruct  the  family  to  concern  of  sons  character  byproviding  perfect family atmosphere and avoid dominationand  neglection  because  they  are  two  cases  lead  to
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weaken  sons  characters.2. Eroke  fathers  and  mothers  to unity  dealing  methods  toinsure  prevention  contrast  of  their  roles  in  dealingwhich may lead to sons failure in finding  themselves  andconsequently  lead  to  their  turn  to  external  locus  ofcontrol  .
Second / Suggestions:-1. Making  a study  to  identity  the factors  which  lead  toreduce  domination  behavior  in father  dealing  and  motherdealing .2. Making study to  compare   parents  dealing  ( from  sonspoints  of  view) and  parents  dealing  methods  fromparents  point  of  view  and  its  relation  to  locus  of  controlof sons .


